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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system for the transmission of information between ele 
ments of a data processing complex and a method for 
establishing such a system. Two elements of a data process 
ing system are connected by a physical link comprising 
multiple conductors attached to transceivers at channels in 
each data processing element. Once the transceivers have 
been synchronized, commands and responses are exchanged 
which ensure that all of the transceivers in a channel are 
connected to the same channel on the other end of the 
conductor. If the transceivers are considered configured an 
entry is made in a Configured-Transceiver table. A search is 
made of an Allowed-Operational-Link table which contains 
sets of transceivers which are allowed to become operational 
links. The set of transceivers thus found, is compared against 
the Configured-Transceiver-Table to verify that all of the 
members of the set have been configured. If a match is 
found, this set of transceivers becomes an Intended-Opera 
tional-Link. The Intended-Operational-Link is verified to 
ensure that both channels agree on the set of conductors 
which form the operational link. If the Intended-Opera 
tional-Link verifies, the operational link is established there 
from. 

5 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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CONFIGURABLE, RECOVERABLE 
PARALLEL BUS 

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 07/839,657, filed Feb. 20, 1992 of Nell 
G. Bartow etal entitled "Configurable, Recoverable Parallel 
Bus' (IBM Docket No. PO9-91-066) now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,357,608. 

This application is also related to and is a continuation 
in-pad of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 07/839,986 filed 
Feb. 20, 1992 entitled “Frame Group Transmission and 
Reception for Parallel/Serial Buses' (IBM Docket No. PO9 
92-001) now U.S. Pat. No. 5,267,240. 

This application is also related to and is a continuation 
in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 07/839,652 filed 
Feb. 20, 1992 entitled "High Performance Channels for Data 
Processing Systems” (IBM Docket No. PO9-91-067), now 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,412,303. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention generally relates to the field of data pro 
cessing, more specifically to an apparatus and method of 
communication between elements of a data processing com 
plex. 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to the following applications 
filed concurrently herewith: 
The continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. 

No. 07/839,986 filed Feb. 20, 1992 entitled “Frame Group 
Transmission and Reception for Parallel/Serial Buses” (IBM 
Docket No. PO9-92-001X), U.S. Ser. No. 08/071,115, filed 
Jun. 1, 1993, now U.S. Pat. No. 4788220. 

U.S. Ser. No. 08/071,154, filed Jun. 1, 1993, by Nell G. 
Bartow et al entitled "Quiesce and Unquiesce Function for 
Intersystem Channels' (IBM Docket No. PO9-93-015), now 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,481,738; 

U.S. Ser. No. 08/070,587, filed Jun. 1, 1993, by Kenneth 
J. Fredericks et al entitled "Concurrent Maintenance of 
Degraded Parallel/Serial Buses’ (IBM Docket No. PO9-93 
016), now U.S. Pat. No. 5,418,939; 

U.S. Ser. No. 08/071,150, filed Jun. 1, 1993, by Daniel F. 
Casper et al entitled "Null Words for Pacing Serial Links to 
Driver and Receiver Speeds” (IBM Docket No. PO9-93 
017); 

U.S. Ser. No. 08/070,589, filed Jun. 2, 1993, by Thomas 
A. Gregg et al entitled "Error Detection and Recovery in 
Parallel/Serial Buses” (IBM Docket No. PO9-93-018), now 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,455,830. 
These co-pending applications and the present application 

are owned by one and the same assignee, International 
Business Machines Corporation of Armonk, N.Y. 
The descriptions set forth in these co-pending applications 

are hereby incorporated into the present application by this 
reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Fiber optic waveguides enable the serial transmission of 
information from a driver to a receiver at a relatively long 
distance (kilometers) and at very high data rates (billions of 
bits per second). High performance data processing com 
plexes require system buses among their elements to have 
very high bandwidths of information transfer (100's of 
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2 
millions of bytes per second). The use of a single conductor, 
such as a fiber optic waveguide, can be insufficient to serve 
as such a system bus because of bandwidth limitations. 

In the prior art, one solution to the bandwidth problem has 
been to use multiple conductors in parallel, each conductor 
carrying a bit of each word to be transmitted. A second 
Solution, known as data striping, entails sending a plurality 
of data words in parallel over multiple conductors in a serial 
fashion. Each word is transmitted serially over a single 
conductor, but it is transmitted in parallel with other words 
on other conductors. 
One challenge in implementing a data striping technique 

for information transmission is the determination of which 
of the multiple conductors attached to a computer element 
form the system bus linking one computer element to 
another. Some prior art systems attempt to use each of the 
conductors which are physically attached to the computer 
element. This method has a significant drawback in that if 
one of the conductors is not operational, the entire bus is 
rendered inoperable. Other prior art systems have attempted 
to configure a system bus using only the operational con 
ductors, but these prior ad systems have been driven by 
hardware switches and have been further limited to system 
buses of two conductors. 

When cache integrity is ensured by links between two 
elements, there exists a challenge in ensuring that the cache 
is invalidated when connectivity is lost between the two 
elements. Prior art systems have stopped both ends of link 
when either end is suspect. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is a system for the transmission of 
information between elements of a data processing complex 
and a method for establishing such a system. Each element 
of the data processing complex contains at least one channel 
for enabling communication to other elements of the com 
plex. The channel incorporates the controls, memory and 
physical connections required for the communication. A 
physical link, comprising multiple conductors, is the means 
by which any two channels are connected. In the preferred 
embodiment, these conductors are one or more pairs of 
optical fibers. The fiber-pairs are connected to a channel by 
transceivers. The transceivers enable data to flow in one 
direction on one of the fibers in the pair, and in the opposite 
direction on the other fiber. The method of the present 
invention determines which of the multiple pairs of fibers 
actually form an operational link between the two data 
processing elements. An operational link is the set of trans 
ceivers and fibers across which the information that com 
prises a high level operation is communicated. Because the 
physical elements of the link, the transceivers and/or fibers 
can break or otherwise become inoperable, the method of the 
present invention also allows the operational link of multiple 
fiber pairs to be reconfigured at any time, with fewer than a 
full complement of fibers. The first step in the method is to 
synchronize the transceivers. When the transceivers have 
been synchronized, or after the expiration of a specific 
period of time, a command is issued on each transceiver to 
acquire a node descriptor for the channel attached to the 
other side of the fiber. The node descriptor will uniquely 
identify the channel and transceiver position to which the 
transceiver is connected (e.g. this transceiver is connected to 
central processing complex 1, channel 3, transceiver posi 
tion 2). After the transceivers have acquired the node 
descriptors for the other end of the link, the acquired node 
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descriptors are compared to ensure that all of the fibers are 
connected to the same data processing element. If the node 
descriptor comparison is valid, then the transceiver is con 
sidered configured and an entry is made in a Configured 
Transceiver table. As a result of the synchronization and 
node descriptor process, an entry exists in the Configured 
Transceiver table for each transceiver attached to the chan 
nel. The entries in this table will indicate whether or not any 
particular transceiver is configured. If a transceiver has been 
configured, it can be said to be operationally connected to its 
counterpart transceiver on the other end of the link in order 
to establish the operational link, an Allowed-Operational 
Link table is searched. This table contains sets (or combi 
nations) of transceivers which are allowed to become opera 
tional links (some combinations of transceivers are not 
allowed). The table is organized so that the search will first 
result in a set of transceivers incorporating the greatest 
number of transceivers connecting the two channels (i.e. the 
link with the greatest bandwidth). The set of transceivers 
thus found is compared against the Configured-Transceiver 
table to verify whether all of the members of the set have 
been configured. If even one of the transceivers is not 
configured, the search of the Allowed-Operational-Link 
table will continue until a set of fully configured, allowable 
transceivers has been found. Once a match is found, this set 
of transceivers becomes an Intended-Operational-Link. As 
an alternative to using a table, the Allowed-Operational 
Links can be dynamically generated by a software program 
in the system. This software program would successively 
generate a different Allowed-Operational-Link which would 
then be tested using the Configured-Transceiver table in 
order to create the Intended-Operational-Link. 
There are three alternative methods by which an Intended 

Operational-Link can become the operational link. In a first 
method, commands are issued from both ends of the link in 
a peer-to-peer relationship. In the second method and third 
method, only one end of the link issues commands, in a 
master/slave relationship. With respect to the first method, 
once the Intended-Operational-Link has been determined, 
each channel issues a command on each transceiver in its 
Intended-Operational-Link. The channel on the other side of 
the link which receives this command will compare the 
received Intended-Operational-Link to its own Intended 
Operational-Link in order to verify that there is correspon 
dence. If there is a one-to-one correspondence, then the 
recipient channel will send back a response on each of the 
transceivers in the Intended-Operational-Link. This 
response will indicate that the Intended-Operational-Link is 
acceptable as an operational link. Each end of the link issues 
the command on each transceiver in its Intended-Operation 
Link, and the responses must be received on the same set of 
transceivers which sent the command. 
The second method for establishing an operational link 

from an Intended-Operational-Link involves commanding 
from only one side of the link. With the Intended-Opera 
tional-Link determined, one channel, a master, issues a 
command on each transceiver in its Intended-Operational 
Link. The channel which receives this command, a slave, 
will examine the set of transceivers which received the 
command to see if they comprise an acceptable operational 
link. If this set of transceivers comprise a fully configured, 
allowed operational link as defined by the Configured 
Transceiver-Table and the Allowed-Operational-Link-Table, 
then the channel which is acting as a slave will send back an 
appropriate response on each of the transceivers in the 
acceptable Intended-Operational-Link. The master channel 
which issued the command examines the responses to ensure 
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4 
that responses were received on all of the transceivers in its 
Intended-Operational-Link (and no additional transceivers). 
If there is a one-to-one correspondence for the responses, 
then the Intended-Operational-Link becomes the actual 
operational link, and link operations can start. The third 
method for establishing an operational link for an Intended 
Operational-Link involves commanding from only one side 
of the link. One channel, a master, issues an establish-link 
command on each transceiver in the transceiver configured 
state. The frames containing the command have a field 
which indicates the capability of the transceiver to become 
a member of the intended-operational-link at the sender of 
the frame. The channel which receives this command, a 
slave, will examine the frames and determine the set of 
transceivers which can become an operational-link. A logi 
cal AND operation is performed on a transceiver basis for 
the state of the transceiver at the channel as determined by 
the transceiver-configured table entry and the capability of 
the transceiver to become a member of an intended-opera 
tional-link as indicated in the frame received by the slave on 
the respective transceiver. This logical operation is per 
formed for each of the transceivers and the results are used 
as the candidate transceivers in a search of the allowed 
operational-link table and a response is sent from the slave 
to the master indicating the results on each transceiver in the 
transceiver-configured state. The response frames returned 
contain a bit that is unique on each transceiver frame that 
indicates that the transceiver is pad of the intended-opera 
tional-link at the slave. Once the slave sends these response 
frames, the intended-operational link becomes the opera 
tional link at the slave. Once the master receives these 
responses, the intended-operational-link as defined by the 
received frames is checked against the allowed-operational 
link table entries to ensure that the intended-operational-link 
is valid, and if it is valid, the intended-operational-link 
becomes the operational-link and use of the link can begin. 
The master must receive responses on all transceivers in the 
transceiver configured state before the intended-operational 
link can be checked. If responses are not received within a 
specified time limit, the requests are resent. The allowed 
operational-link tables must be the same at both ends of the 
link for this method to function properly. 
A latch located in the channel which indicates if all 

transceivers attached to the channel have detected a channel 
reset condition, called an error state pending latch, is used to 
maintain the integrity of caches held at the receiver ends of 
a link. Error state pending and cache integrity is explained 
in U.S. application Ser. No. 07/860,800 filed Mar. 30, 1992 
entitled "Integrity of Data Objects Used to Maintain State 
Information for Shared data at a Local Complex" (IBM 
Docket No. PO9-92-003), now U.S. Pat. No. 5331673. 
The successful operation of the Error State Pending (ESP) 

function relies on the ability to reliably set the ESP latch, 
especially when signaled over the I/O interface. To increase 
the reliability of the ESP function, two separate paths in the 
hardware are used to set the ESP latch. The first method is 
the sending of a continuous sequence. The second method is 
invoked if the first method is not successful, is the turning 
off of any signal on the conductor. For the case of optical 
conductors this consists of turning off the light source at the 
transmitter. The setting of the ESP latch is called Channel 
Reset. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a generalized depiction of a data processing 
complex. 
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FIG. 2 shows a single generalized data processing ele 
ment and the connections thereto. 

FIG. 3 depicts the connections between two channels of 
the system. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a multiconductor link between two 
channels of the system. 

FIG. 5 is a sample Configured-Transceiver table. 
FIG. 6 illustrates the organization of the Allowed-Opera 

tional-Link table. 
FIG. 7 is a sample Allowed-Operational-Link table. 
FIG. 8a depicts a four fiber-pair link in which all four 

fiber-pairs are active. 
FIG. 8b(1-2) depict a four fiber-pair link in which only 

two of the fiber pairs are active. 
FIG. 8c(1-4) depict a four fiber-pair link in which only 

one of the four fiber-pairs is active. 
FIG. 9 illustrates the basic channel buffer structure. 
FIG. 10 illustrates a multimessage channel buffer struc 

ture. 

FIG. 11 illustrates a single conductor with its transmitter 
and receiver, showing the two methods for setting the ESP 
latch. 

FIG. 12 illustrates the flow diagram for resetting the 
channel, ensuring that the ESP latch is set. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In order for a data processing complex to function effec 
tively, there needs to be an efficient, ideally transparent, 
system for the elements of the complex to communicate with 
each other (e.g. central processing complex to central pro 
cessing complex, central processing complex to shared 
memory...). The present invention sets forth such a system 
for the transmission of information. Referring to the gener 
alized data processing complex depicted in FIG. 1, there are 
physical links, 10-17, which interconnect the elements, 
E1-E5, of the complex. FIG. 1 is intended to depict a 
generalized complex of interconnected elements, and not 
any particular data processing complex. The elements 
E1-E5 can be, among other things, central processing com 
plexes, I/O devices, Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD), 
or other electronic elements such as a commonly shared 
memory system. Each element of the data processing com 
plex does not have to be interconnected with every other 
element (e.g. a printer does not have to be connected to a 
DASD). Any given data processing element can be con 
nected to several other elements. The pad of each element 
where interconnections are made to other elements is called 
a channel. As seen in FIG. 2, data processing element E3 has 
four different channels, 20-23, by which it is connected to 
four other elements, E1, E2, E4, and E5 by links 11, 13, 15, 
and 17 respectively. - 

Each of the physical links attached to a channel can 
contain a single conductor or be constructed from a number 
of conductors. In the present invention, the conductors of the 
link are preferably optical fibers, although the apparatus and 
method described here is equally applicable to a link con 
structed of copper conductors, radio waves, infrared, micro 
wave or any other well-known transmission medium. The 
channel will also contain the necessary drivers and receivers 
which are appropriate for the particular transmission 
medium which is being employed. The optical fibers of the 
present invention are typically installed in pairs called 
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6 
fiber-pairs as seen in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, Channels A and B are 
shown as being connected by a single conductor, fiber-pair 
100 and 101. The designation of A and B for the two 
channels depicted in this figure is solely for explanatory 
purposes. Although there are two fibers, 100 and 101, this 
fiber-pair can be considered a single conductor because both 
fibers are required for bidirectional communication. Each 
fiber in the system interconnects a driver at one end and a 
receiver at the other end of the link. For example, fiber 100 
connects transmitter 110 in Channel A with receiver 115 in 
Channel B (conversely fiber 101 connects driver 125 in 
Channel B with receiver 120 in Channel A). A driver and 
receiver are paired in a channel in a device called a trans 
ceiver. In FIG. 3, transmitter 110 and receiver 120 in 
Channel A form one transceiver, 130, while transmitter 125 
and receiver 115 constitute a separate transceiver, 140, in 
Channel B. These interconnected transceivers allow for data 
to flow in one direction on one fiber (e.g. from Channel Ato 
Channel B on fiber 100) and in the opposite direction on the 
other fiber (e.g. from Channel B to Channel A on fiber 101). 

If there is only one set of transceivers interconnecting the 
channels, as depicted in FIG. 3, the information being 
transferred between devices would have to be transmitted in 
a strictly serial fashion. Having a single conductor will limit 
the bandwidth of information flow which can pass between 
elements of the data processing complex. The maximum 
bandwidth in a single conductor system will be governed 
primarily by the transmission medium chosen. In order to 
achieve enhanced performance via greater bandwidth, the 
present invention employs multiple transceivers and asso 
ciated conductors in a parallel fashion as seen in FIG. 4. In 
FIG. 4, there are n conductors interconnecting Channels A 
and B, each of the conductors being a fiber-pair in the 
preferred embodiment. The n conductors collectively form a 
link or bus interconnecting the two channels. The informa 
tion which is to be transferred across the link is broken up 
into smaller frames of information. Each of the frames is 
transmitted serially on a single conductor, but in parallel 
with other frames of information on the other conductors in 
the link. In this manner, the information can be transmitted 
serially on a single conductor in a parallel fashion on several 
conductors. This serial/parallel transmission of data pro 
vides a greater bandwidth and thereby enhanced perfor 
mance of the communication system. 
One of the difficulties in establishing a system in which 

there is parallel transmission of serial data over several 
conductors, is determining which of the conductors actually 
constitute the physical link between the connected elements. 
For example, in one channel of a computer element, there 
might only be four conductors attached to the channel, while 
in another channel in the same element there might be 
sixteen conductors. The system has to be able to identify and 
utilize the actual number of conductors attached to the 
specific channel. Furthermore, since it cannot be guaranteed 
that all of the conductors attached to a channel are opera 
tional when the system is initialized, a robust system cannot 
rely on a full compliment of conductors. To be truly adapt 
able, the system has to be able to reconfigure the bus upon 
a failure, addition, deletion or repair of a conductor. This 
reconfiguration will employ a reduced number of conductors 
and a correspondingly reduced performance, but the loss of 
a conductor in the parallel bus will not render the entire bus 
inoperable. The present invention allows for all of the above 
flexibility while maintaining the greatest bandwidth allowed 
by the channel implementations at each end of the link. 

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
there are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 transceivers in the link 
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connecting any two channels. Each transceiver in the link 
uses one fiber to carry signals from one computer element to 
the other computer element and another fiberto carry signals 
in the opposite direction. It is possible for information to 
flow on both fibers at the same time. The speed and 
transmission characteristics of the transceivers may vary 
from technology to technology. However, all of the trans 
ceivers and conductors in a link will have the same general 
speed and transmission characteristics. For purposes of this 
discussion, when the term transceiver is used, it is ordinarily 
meant to imply the transceiver and associated fiber-pair to 
which it is connected. 

In normal operation, the link will attempt to use all of the 
installed transceivers. At times, however, operation of the 
link has to proceed using fewer than the full complement of 
transceivers. For example, to enhance availability, facilitate 
maintenance, or accommodate the situation where the num 
ber of transceivers installed at one computer element differs 
from the number installed at the other connected element. 
The transceivers which actually participate in operational 
information transfer comprise what is called the operational 
link. The transceivers attached to the channel are assigned to 
the operational link either during a link-initialization or 
link-recovery process. Depending on the number of trans 
ceivers installed, the number of operational transceivers, the 
number of configurations supported by the particular chan 
nel at each end of the link, and the outcome of the initial 
ization or recovery process, there are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 
transceivers in the operational link. The normal operation of 
the link is to use the full complement of attached transceiver 
pairs. The present invention, though, allows operation of the 
link with fewer than a full complement of conductors. 
At the beginning of the initialization of the link between 

two elements of the data processing complex, there are 
multiple conductors which connect the two elements as 
shown in FIG. 4, but it is unknown which of the conductors 
are available for operation. If the conductor is unavailable, 
it cannot form pad of the operational link. The first step in 
the link-initialization procedure is therefore, to establish 
whether or not there is operational connectivity on each 
conductor which supposedly connects the two elements. It is 
an essential determination to initially ascertain which of the 
conductors are actually, physically capable of carrying a 
signal from one element of the data processing complex to 
the other element. In a system employing traditional copper 
conductors, this connectivity determination might be some 
type of information exchange test where a series of bits are 
transmitted across the link and then a response is transmitted 
back to the originating element to ensure connectivity. In 
more sophisticated transmission systems such as a radio 
waves or a fiber optic system, a connectivity test assumes a 
somewhat more complex nature in the form of a synchro 
nization test. In these more complex systems, the informa 
tion which is being transmitted is typically being converted 
from one form of energy to another and back again (e.gfrom 
electrical signals to optical signals and back to electrical 
signals). Because of the complex nature of these conver 
sions, a communication system must have more complex 
methods of ensuring connectivity between the terminating 
elements of the system. In an optical fiber system, connec 
tivity is tested by a procedure known as synchronization. 
Synchronization involves two transceivers which are con 
nected by the fiber-pairs. During synchronization, a trans 
mitter will attempt to send an encoded signal representing a 
bit stream to a receiver on the other end of the link. 
Whenever a signal is present on a transceiver, the receiver 
attempts to achieve synchronization on both bit transmission 
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8 
and transmission-unit boundaries of the received encoded bit 
stream. Bitsynchronization is where the receiver attempts to 
identify the start of each bit of the received signal. A bit 
clock is thus established by this bit synchronization. 
The other type of synchronization is known as transmis 

sion-unit synchronization. In this type of synchronization, 
the receiver must be able to identify the beginning and the 
end of a unit of data which is being transmitted by the driver 
on the other end of the link. A transmission unit being a 
specified number of bits which forms a more manageable 
unit of data during inter-element communication. If the 
receiver is able to recognize the bit or unit boundaries, it is 
said to have achieved synchronization. In the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, the system attempts to 
achieve unit synchronization on every transceiver attached 
to the channel. It does this by sending a signal from each of 
the transmitters in each of the transceivers. Once the receiv 
ers on the other side of the link have acquired unit synchro 
nization, they inform their respective transceivers on the 
other side of the link of this synchronization-acquired state. 
After a specific period of time subsequent to the first 
transceiver attached to the channel having achieving syn 
chronization (i.e. a timeout) or subsequent to all transceivers 
having achieved synchronization, the channel assumes that 
all the transceivers which are functional have established 
synchronization and every transceiver has achieved its final 
transceiverstate. The final result of the connectivity, or more 
specifically synchronization, process is that the system has 
determined which of the physical conductors in the link are 
initially capable of becoming pad of the final operational 
link between the two elements of the data processing com 
plex. 
The next step in the link initialization procedure is for the 

channel to invoke the initiative to acquire node descriptors 
from each of the functional transceivers attached to the 
channel. It must be noted that once any or all of the 
transceivers on each side of the link have achieved synchro 
nization, the following steps in the process can be performed 
in parallel and independently in each of the two channels 
connected by the link. The system can be designed so that 
the synchronization and node descriptor process can be 
performed in a sequential fashion on each transceiver, or 
alternatively all of the transceivers can be synchronized and 
acquire node descriptors in parallel. A node descriptor is an 
identifier which uniquely describes a computer element, and 
optionally aparticular interface of a computer element. Each 
element in the system will have a unique node descriptor and 
furthermore each interface of each computer element will 
have a unique node descriptor. The node descriptors for the 
interface on the other end of the link are acquired to ensure 
that every transceiver attached to the channel is also attached 
to the same location on the other end of the link. 

There are two methods of acquiring the node descriptor. 
In the first method, the node descriptors for the elements on 
the other end of the link are acquired by sending a command 
from each transceiver attached to the channel. This com 
mand is called an operational transceiver request. An opera 
tional transceiver request is sent on each of the transceivers 
independently. A transceiver which receives the request will 
respond back with its location's unique node descriptor. This 
response is called an operational transceiver response. Both 
sides of the link will originate and respond to operational 
transceiver requests and responses. There is no timing 
relationship between the two sides during the operational 
transceiver request/response process (e.g. channel A on one 
side of the link can perform this operation in parallel and 
independently of channel B on the other side of the link). 
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Both operational transceiver requests and operational trans 
ceiver responses may be sent and received at the same 
instant, or they may be sent in a sequential fashion. 

In the second method, the node descriptors for the ele 
ments on the other end of the link are acquired by receiving 
a frame from each transceiver attached to the channel. This 
frame is called an operational transceiverframe. Operational 
transceiver frames consist of the node descriptor along with 
a request or response command. Only one end of the link 
must originate a request and the other end respond to 
exchange node descriptors. An operational transceiver 
request can be sent on each of the transceivers indepen 
dently. A transceiver which receives the request will respond 
back with an operational transceiver response which con 
tains its unique node descriptor. Both sides of the link can 
originate and respond to operational transceiver requests and 
responses, only one command must be received to acquire 
the node descriptor. There is no timing relationship between 
the two sides during the operational transceiver request/ 
response process (e.g. channel A on one side of the link can 
perform this operation in parallel and independently of 
channel B on the other side of the link). Both operational 
transceiver requests and operational transceiver responses 
may be sent and received at the same instant, or they may be 
sent in a sequential fashion. 

After a channel has received the first operational trans 
ceiver response or request at one of its transceivers, the 
channel verifies that the transceiver number in the node 
descriptor matches the transceiver number of the transceiver 
which received the response. For example, if transceiver 
number 5 received the first operational transceiver response, 
the channel would check to make sure that the received node 
descriptor indicated that the response came from transceiver 
number five on the other end of the link (i.e. transceiver 
number five is connected to transceiver number 5). If the 
transceiver numbers match in the first transceiver to receive 
an operational transceiver response, the channel places that 
transceiver in a transceiver-configured state. The node 
descriptor included in this first response is saved for com 
parison with later responses. With the receipt of every 
subsequent operational transceiver response or request, the 
subsequent node descriptors are compared to the node 
descriptor saved from the first transceiver which became 
configured. All subsequent transceivers must have the same 
node descriptor, with matching transceiver numbers, to enter 
the configured state. This checking ensures that all of the 
configured transceivers are actually connected to the same 
node descriptor (i.e. the same interface of the same computer 
element on the other side of the link). There is a time limit 
as to when a response from a transceiver must be received. 
This limit is implemented in order to prevent the system 
from hanging up while waiting for a transceiver which might 
never respond (e.g. a broken transceiver). There is also a 
retry operation in which the command to acquire the node 
descriptor is repeated a number of times if the previous 
command failed. There is a maximum number of retries 
which are attempted before the operation will rail. If the 
node descriptor comparison is successful and the trans 
ceiver-configured state is entered, the transceiver is marked 
as configured in a Configured-Transceiver table. If the 
transceiver returned an invalid node descriptor, or the limits 
for response time and retry have been exceeded, the trans 
ceiver is marked as being not configured in the Configured 
Transceiver table. A sample Configured-Transceiver table is 
shown in FIG. S. 
The method for establishing the operational bus is prima 

rily driven by state tables called Transceiver-State tables. 
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10 
Each channel of each element in the data processing com 
plex contains a Transceiver-State table. This table actually 
contains two sub-tables: the Allowed-Operational-Link table 
and the Configured-Transceiver table. As described above, 
the Configured-transceiver table contains an entry for each 
of the transceivers attached to the channel. This entry will 
indicate whether or not the transceiver is in a configured 
state as can be seen in the sample Configured-Transceiver 
table of FIG. 5. If a particular transceiver was not opera 
tional in the sending channel, was considered off-line by the 
channel, the node descriptor did not match, or no operational 
transceiver response or request was received, the transceiver 
does not reach the configured state and is marked as not 
configured in the Configured-Transceiver table. 
The next operation in the establishment of the operational 

link uses the Transceiver-State tables in order to determine 
which combination or set of transceivers is to be considered 
for the link. This operation results in an intermediate set of 
transceivers called an Intended-Operational-Link. The dif 
ferent combinations or sets of transceivers which could 
possibly become pad of the intended-Operational-Link are 
called Allowed-Operational-Links and reside in the 
Allowed-Operational-Link table, the second of the Trans 
ceiver-State tables. This table contains an ordered list of all 
of the allowed sets of transceivers which could possibly 
become an operational link for the channel. If a combination 
of transceivers is not in the Allowed-Operational-Link table, 
it can never become an operational link. It must be kept in 
mind that the Allowed-Operational-Link table does not 
indicate whether or not a transceiver or set of transceivers is 
actually operational, it only provides the various combina 
tions of transceivers which could possibly form an opera 
tional link. A sample Allowed-Operational-Link table is 
depicted in FIG. 7 and will be discussed more fully later in 
this description. The Allowed-Operational-Link table is 
preferably built before the beginning of the link initializa 
tion, and would not be dynamically created such as the 
Configured-Transceiver table. As an alternative to having an 
actual table in the memory of the channel, each of the 
Allowed-Operational-Links could be dynamically generated 
at the point in the process at which they are required. The 
generating mechanism would output the permissible permu 
tations of combinations of transceivers, governed by the 
same rules which govern the generation of the Allowed 
Operational-Link table. 
The preferred ordering of the sets of Allowed-Opera 

tional-Links in the Allowed-Operational-Link table is shown 
in FIG. 6. In examining FIG. 6, it can be seen that Allowed 
Operational-Links are divided into successively smaller and 
smaller sets of transceivers. The first entry in the table will 
be a link containing all of the transceivers attached to the 
channel. The full set of transceivers attached to a channel is 
then divided into halves, then into quarters, then into eighths 
and so on until the smallest set of transceivers which form 
an Allowed-Operational-Link contains only a single trans 
ceiver. For example, to define a quarter of the transceivers, 
the full set of transceivers is divided into quarters starting 
with the highest order transceiver (transceiver 1, 2, ...) for 
4 of the transceivers in the link; then the second quarter of 
the transceivers starts, followed by the third and fourth 
quarters. This quartering divides an Allowed-Operational 
Link into four sublinks that are each 4 of the size of the 
original Allowed-Operational-Link and contain consecu 
tively numbered transceivers in each link. Any given trans 
ceiver will only be contained in one of the quarter length 
sublinks. The process is the same for each of the sublinks; 
/2, 4, /, /16, /32 and /64 sublink. Each sublink contains /2, 
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4, /8, /16, /32 or /64 of the total number of transceivers 
attached to the channel, starting from the highest order 
transceiver to the lowest and using consecutive transceiver 
numbering. It can be appreciated that the present invention 
is not limited by the 64 transceiver channel depicted in these 
examples. For example, if the channel happens to have 256 
transceivers attached, then there will be granularity in the 
Allowed-Operational-Link table down to /256 of the full set 
of transceivers. 

FIG. 7 depicts a sample Allowed-Operational-Link table 
for a channel with a total of four transceivers attached to the 
channel. The sample table shown in FIG. 7 has been 
generated based on the methodology outlined in FIG. 6. The 
first entry in the sample table contains all four of the 
transceivers. The second entry in the table contains a set of 
transceivers including the first one half of the transceivers, 
namely the first and second transceivers. The third entry is 
the set containing the lower one half of the transceivers, tile 
third and fourth. The fourth entry contains the first quarter of 
the transceivers, the first transceiver. The remainder of the 
table continues until the final allowed set of transceivers 
contains only tile single transceiver, the fourth. 

It can be seen from an examination of both FIGS. 6 and 
7 that only certain combinations, or sets, of transceivers can 
be considered when forming an operational link. For 
example, transceivers one, two, three and five could never 
form an operational link because they are not combined 
together as an entry in the Allowed-Operational-Link table. 
Furthermore, any combination of transceivers whose total 
number is not a power of two is not allowed to form an 
operational link. The reason for the methodology of allow 
ing certain combinations to form an operational link and 
disallowing other combinations is based on the capabilities 
designed into the channel. A person experienced in the ad 
can see that any combination or transceivers is theoretically 
possible, but implementation considerations may make 
some of the combinations less desirable. For example if 
every single possible combination of transceivers were 
allowed, the channel would have to incorporate a full 
crosspoint switch which would have an effect on the per 
formance of the system. The use of the Allowed-Operation 
Link table permits the designer to implement only a subset 
of all possible combinations of transceivers, which results in 
lower cost implementations. 

Returning to the procedure for determining the Intended 
Operational-Link, once the Configured-Transceiver table 
has been built, and all of the transceivers have completed 
their respective entries in the table, or a specific period of 
time has expired, the next step in the link initialization 
procedure is invoked if one or more transceivers is in a 
configured state. If no transceivers were able to be config 
ured, or fewer than a minimum number, no operational link 
can be formed and link initialization fails. If there are a 
minimum number of configured transceivers, the Allowed 
Operational-Links are systematically compared to the trans 
ceivers which have been configured, until a match is found 
or until a minimum number of transceivers cannot be found 
for the Intended-Operational-Link. This process begins by 
searching the Allowed-Operational-Link table for the dif 
ferent sets of transceivers which comprise Allowed-Opera 
tional-Links. The search will first result in the Allowed 
Operational-Link which is the set containing the full 
complement of transceivers. Once the search has acquired 
this set, the system then checks the Configured-Transceiver 
table to see if each of the transceivers in the set has been 
configured. If all of the transceivers in this first Allowed 
Operational-Link are configured, the procedure will move 
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12 
on to the next step described below. If even one of the 
transceivers is not configured (as indicated in the Config 
ured-Transceiver table), then the comparison will fail and 
the system will continue to search the Allowed-Operational 
Link table for the next set of transceivers in an Allowed 
Operational-Link. A second search of the Allowed-Opera 
tional-Link table will result in the set of transceivers in the 
high order one-half of the transceivers (the second entry in 
the Allowed-Operational-Link table). The Configured 
Transceiver table will then be consulted again to determine 
if each member of the second set of transceivers has been 
configured. The process of searching and comparing con 
tinues until a match is found, the Allowed-Operational-Link 
table is exhausted, or a minimum number of transceivers for 
the operational link is not satisfied. A match is found when 
every transceiver in an Allowed-Operational-Link is found 
to be configured in the Configured-transceiver table. Once a 
match is found, this set of transceivers becomes an Intended 
Operational-Link. If the system cannot establish an 
Intended-Operational-Link, then link initialization will fail. 
As a reminded, each of these process steps can be performed 
independently and in parallel in each of the two channels on 
either side of the link. Therefore, at some point, there can be 
two Intended-Operational-Links defined, one in each chan 
nel on either side of the link. 
As explained previously, as an alternative to the Allowed 

Operational-Link table, the system can dynamically gener 
ate the Allowed-Operational-Links as required. The first 
Allowed-Operational-Link generated would be the full set of 
transceivers attached to the channel. If this set contained a 
transceiver which was found not to be configured (in the 
Configured-Transceiver table), then the system would 
dynamically generate the next Allowed-Operational-Link, 
the high order one half of the transceivers. The process 
would continue similarly to the one using the table, until 
either an Intended-Operational-Link is formed, or link ini 
tialization fails. The choice of whether to use a table or to 
dynamically generate the Allowed-Operational-Links, 
entirely depends upon the particular implementation. If there 
are only a small number of Allowed-Operational-Links, then 
it might be preferable to dynamically generate the small list. 
Alternatively, if memory space in the channel is not limited, 
then a large Allowed-Operational-Link table could reside in 
the memory hardware which might add additional speed to 
the process of establishing an Intended-Operational-Link. 
Once the Intended-Operational-Link has been estab 

lished, the system can proceed onto the next step in the 
process of determining the final operational link. This step 
involves ensuring that both sides of the link agree on which 
of the conductors between the two computer elements will 
form the operational link. Up to this point, each channel can 
independently determine its own Intended-Operational 
Link, but there has been no verification that the two 
Intended-Operational-Links correspond. At this point in the 
procedure, there are three methods by which the system can 
ensure that both sides agree on the operational link. The first 
method involves initiation on both sides of the link in a 
peer-to-peer relationship, while the second and third meth 
ods employ control by one channel in a master/slave rela 
tionship. The first and second methods require the use of a 
command, called an establish-transceiver-group command 
(ETG command), which is sent on each transceiver in the 
Intended-Operational-Link. The third method requires the 
use of a command, called an establish-link command (EL 
command), which is sent on each transceiver in the trans 
ceiver-configured state. 

In the first method of verifying the Intended-Operational 
Link, each channel issues an ETG command on each trans 
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ceiver in its respective Intended-Operational-Link. This 
command will include a designation of each of the fibers 
which is a member of the Intended-Operational-Link. As the 
channel on the other end of the link begins to receive the 
ETG commands on its transceivers, it will compare them to 
its own Intended-Operational-Link in order to verify that 
there is a correspondence. The receiving channel will test to 
see that each of its transceivers which received the ETG 
command are included in its own Intended-Operational 
Link. If there is a one-to-one correspondence, then the 
channel which received the ETG commands will send back 
a response indicating this state, on each of the transceivers 
in the verified Intended-Operational-Link. This response is 
called an ETG response. Both ends of the link issue the ETG 
command on each transceiver in its Intended-Operational 
Link, and the ETG response must be received back on the 
same set of transceivers. If a channel receives responses on 
all of the transceivers in its Intended-Operational-Link, then 
the Intended-Operational-Link becomes the operational 
link. If the ETG commands are received on a set of trans 
ceivers which do not agree with the channel's own Intended 
Operational-Link (too few or too many transceivers), then 
the channel will send back a failed-transceiver group 
response and the initiating channel will attempt to resend the 
ETG commands up to a maximum number of times. If the 
channel issues ETG commands the maximum number of 
times without responses or failed responses, then link ini 
tialization will fail. This first method of verifying the 
Intended-Operational-Link can be seen to be a peer-to-peer 
operation in that both channels on either side of the link 
issue commands and formulate responses. Neither of the 
channels is acting in a dominant role. 

In the second method of verifying the Intended-Opera 
tional-Link, only one channel, a master, originates ETG 
commands on the transceivers in its Intended-Operational 
Link. The channel on the other side of the link, the receiving 
or slave channel, does not originate any commands. The 
slave channel will observe which of its transceivers receive 
ETG commands in order to verify that they comprise a fully 
configured and Allowed-Operational-Link. In order to per 
form this verification, the receiving channel uses its Con 
figured-Transceiver table and Allowed-Operational-Link 
table. If the Intended-Operational-Link is, for any reason, 
unacceptable to the slave channel, it issues a failed-trans 
ceiver-group response back to the master channel. As with 
the peer-to-peer method of verifying the Intended-Opera 
tional-Link, if the master receives a failed-transceiver-group 
response, it will attempt to send the ETG command up to a 
maximum number of times. If the master issues the ETG 
command the maximum number of times with no responses 
or failed responses, then link initialization will fail. If the set 
of transceivers which received an ETG command comprise 
a fully configured, allowed operational link, the receiving 
channel sends ETG responses indicating as such on all of the 
transceivers in the verified Intended-Operational-Link. The 
master channel examines the responses to ensure that 
responses were received on all of the transceivers of its 
Intended-Operational-Link, and no other transceivers. If for 
any reason the responses do not match its Intended-Opera 
tional-Link, the intended link does not become the opera 
tional link. If there is one-to-one correspondence between 
the Intended-Operational-Link and the transceivers which 
received ETG responses, then the Intended-Operational 
Link becomes the actual operational link. In this second 
method, only one end of a link issues commands on the 
transceivers in its Intended-Operational-Link, and the 
responses must be received on the same set of transceivers. 
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14 
Regardless of which method (peer-to-peer or master/slave) 
is used to verify the Intended-Operational-Link, the result of 
this pad of the process is that an operational link has been 
established. 

In the third method of verifying the Intended-Operational 
Link, only one channel, a master, originates EL request 
commands on all the transceivers in the transceiver-config 
ured state. A field in the EL request command indicates if the 
transceiver is capable of being pad of an operational link at 
the master end of the link. The channel on the other side of 
the link, the receiving or slave channel, does not originate 
any requests. The channel which receives this command, a 
slave, will examine the frames and determine the set of 
transceivers which can become an operational-link. A logi 
cal AND operation is performed on a transceiver basis for 
the state of the transceiver at the slave channel as determined 
by the transceiver-configured table entry and the capability 
of the transceiver to become a member of an intended 
operational-link as indicated in the frame received by the 
slave on the respective transceiver. The results of this logical 
operation is performed for each of the transceivers and the 
results used as the candidate transceivers in a search of the 
allowed-operational-link table. A response is sent from the 
slave to the master indicating the results on each transceiver 
in the transceiver-configured state. The response frames 
returned contain a bit that is unique on each transceiver 
frame that indicates that the transceiver is pad of the 
intended-operational-link at the slave. If no Intended-Op 
erational-Link is possible, it issues an EL response com 
mand with no intended-operational link,Once the slave 
sends these response frames, the intended-operational link 
becomes the operational link at the slave. Once the master 
receives these responses, the intended-operational-link as 
defined by the received frames is checked against the 
allowed-operational-link table entries to ensure that the 
intended-operational-link is valid, and if it is valid, the 
intended-operational-link becomes the operational-link and 
use of the link can begin. The master must receive responses 
on all transceivers in the transceiver configured state before 
the intended-operational-link can be checked. As with the 
peer-to-peer method of verifying the Intended-Operational 
Link, if the master receives an EL response command with 
no intended-operational-link specified, it will attempt to 
send the EL request command up to a maximum number of 
times. If the master issues the EL request command the 
maximum number of times with no responses or failed 
responses, then link initialization will fail. If responses are 
not received within a specified time limit, the requests are 
resent. The allowed-operational-link tables are the same at 
both ends of the link. In this third method, only one end of 
a link issues requests on the transceivers in the transceiver 
configured state. 

Regardless of which method is used to verify the 
Intended-Operational-Link, the result of this pad of the 
process is that an operational link has been established. 

For the first and second methods, before message opera 
tions using the operational link can begin, a command called 
a bundle request is issued. The purpose of this command is 
a final assurance that both channels on either side of the link 
are in agreement as to which fiber pairs form the operational 
link. This command will only be sent once a channel has 
received establish-transceiver-group responses on all of the 
members of its Intended-Operational-Link and the opera 
tional link has been determined. If the channel receiving a 
bundle request agrees on the operational link, it sends back 
a bundle response and operations can commence on the 
operational link. If, for some reason, the receiving channel 
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does not agree on the operational link, it will not send back 
abundle response and no operational link is established. The 
channel sending a bundle request will wait a threshold time 
period within which it is expecting a bundle response. If no 
response is received during this threshold, the channel will 
reissue the bundle request. The bundle request can be 
reissued up to a maximum number of times. The threshold 
time for a bundle response and the maximum number of 
reissuances of the request can be adjusted by the designer of 
the system to the requirements of the particular application. 
For example, in the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the time threshold is set to one second for a 
bundle response and the bundle request can be reissued a 
maximum of four times. 

It is possible that a bundle response or EL response will 
be issued by one channel and never received by the other 
channel. In this situation, the channel which issued the 
bundle response or EL response will believe that there is an 
operational link in place and the other channel does not (it 
is still waiting to receive the bundle response or EL 
response). If a channel which is expecting abundle response 
or EL response receives another valid message on the link, 
it will assume that the bundle response or EL response with 
the accept field set on was sent by the other channel and will 
configure itself accordingly. This means that it will establish 
the operational link from the Intended-Operational-Link and 
full communication on the link can proceed as if the bundle 
response or EL response was never lost. 

After the operational link is fully established, the next and 
final operation in the initialization of the communication 
link between the two computer elements is to set up message 
buffers in the connected channels. The basic structure of the 
message buffers employed in the present invention is 
depicted in FIG.9. A message buffer comprises two separate 
buffer structures which are required to support the transmis 
sion of a single message. These buffer structures are called 
the originator buffer, 500, and the recipient buffer, 550. A 
message buffer performs the task of buffering the informa 
tion which is to be transmitted across the operational link. 
For example, if Channel A is initiating a message across the 
link, its originator buffer, 500, is used to hold the informa 
tion before transmittal across the link. The originator buffer 
acts as a staging area for the message. As explained previ 
ously, information is transmitted across the link in a serial/ 
parallel fashion over several conductors. The information is 
taken from the originator buffer and broken up into the 
pieces called frames, which are then transmitted in a serial 
manner on the parallel fibers. The recipient buffer, 550, in 
receiving Channel B, performs the converse function of 
reassembling the information comprising the message when 
the individual frames are received at the channel. The 
breaking up and reassembly of information for transmission 
is sometimes called interleaving. Although the buffer, 550, 
in Channel B is called a recipient buffer, it can, and does 
originate communications back to Channel A. For example, 
an ETG response from Channel B would be sent from its 
recipient buffer 550 to the originator buffer, 500, in Channel 
A. In this example, the originator buffer, 500, in Channel A 
would be the area in which the ETG response was reas 
sembled after transmission across the link. 

Both the originator and recipient buffers have three logi 
cal areas: a request area, 501 and 551; a response area, 502 
and 552; and a data area, 503 and 553. The request infor 
mation for aparticular message is sent from the request area, 
501 of the originator buffer, 500, to the request area, 551 of 
the recipient buffer 550. Similarly, any response information 
is sent from the response area, 552, of the recipient buffer, 
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550, to the response area, 502 of the originator buffer, 500. 
The data areas, 503 and 553, of each of the buffers are used 
for transmission and receipt of any additional data which is 
required for requests and responses. 
A single paired set of originator and recipient buffers, 

called a message buffer, is required for the transmission of 
a single message. In the present invention, channels are 
capable of concurrent transmission of several messages. The 
buffer structure required for this type of communication is 
depicted in FIG. 10. It can be seen in the upper half of FIG. 
10 that there are n+1 originator buffers in Channel A and a 
corresponding n+1 number of recipient buffers in Channel 
B. These n+1 paired buffer structures can support n+1 
simultaneous message operations. For each originator buffer 
in Channel A, there exists a paired recipient buffer in 
Channel B. For example, originator buffer 600 in Channel A 
is paired with recipient buffer 610 in Channel B and this pair 
will support a single message operation. The originator 
buffer marked number 1 in Channel A is paired with the 
recipient buffer marked number 1 in Channel B. This second 
pair of buffers will support a second, concurrent message 
operation. The example in FIG. 10 depicts a system in which 
there are an equal number of recipient buffers and originator 
buffers, but there is no requirement that there be a originator 
buffer forevery recipient buffer. The only requirement is that 
there is a recipient buffer for every originator buffer in the 
system. For example, Channel Ain FIG. 10 might have only 
two originator buffers and Channel B could have 10 recipi 
ent buffers. In this example, the two originator buffers in 
Channel A would be paired with two of the recipient buffers 
in Channel B. The rest of the recipient buffers in Channel B 
would be unpaired and would not support message opera 
tions. In this example, the system would only be able to 
support two concurrent message operations from Channel A 
to Channel B. 

It can be seen from further examination of the lower half 
of FIG. 10 that messages can be initiated from either 
channel. This portion of the Figure illustrates that channels 
are capable of containing both originator and recipient 
buffers. If Channel B was to initiate a message operation, it 
would use its originator buffer, 620, to send the message to 
Channel A's recipient buffer, 630. The number of recipient 
buffers in a channel does not have to equal the number of 
originator buffers in that same channel. In Channel B 
depicted in FIG. 10, there are n+1 recipient buffers, while 
there are m+1 originator buffers. M does not have to be equal 
to, greater than or less than n. The only requirement is that 
each originator buffer in a channel is paired with a recipient 
buffer in the channel on the other end of the link. In the 
example depicted in FIG. 10, there are n+1 recipient buffers 
in Channel B paired with n+1 originator buffers in Channel 
A. Similarly there are m+1 originator buffers in Channel B, 
paired with m+1 recipient buffers in Channel A. 
The example depicted in the lower half FIG. 10 shows 

m+1 originator buffers paired with m+1 recipient buffers. As 
explained previously though, the only requirement is that 
there be one recipient buffer for each originator buffer. For 
example, Channel B might have four originator buffers and 
Channel A could have the capability to support seven 
recipient buffers. The four originator buffers in Channel B 
would be paired with four recipient buffers in Channel A and 
the remaining three recipient buffers in Channel A would not 
be utilized. The type, number, and size of the buffers on 
either end of the link is limited by the memory available to 
the channel and the capabilities built into the particular 
channel. Therefore, the n+1 number of originator buffers in 
Channel A, and the m+1 number of originator buffers in 
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Channel B is the maximum number of originator buffers 
which could be established for the system depicted in FIG. 
10. A one-to-one correspondence is not required between the 
number of originator and recipient buffers, but there must be 
one recipient buffer for every originator buffer in order to 
establish a message buffer. 

Because of the requirement that each originator buffer 
must be paired with a corresponding recipient buffer on the 
other side of the link, both channels must agree and partici 
pate in the establishment of the type, number and size of the 
buffers which are to be used for message operations. In order 
to establish the type, number and size of the buffers which 
are to be used, special commands and responses called 
buffer commands and responses are exchanged between 
interconnected channels. Each channel will inform its coun 
terpart channel on the other end of the link, of its capacity 
for recipient buffers using a set-buffer-sizes request. For the 
example depicted in FIG. 10, Channel B would inform 
Channel A that it is capable of providing n+1 recipient 
buffers of a specified size (size of request and data areas) to 
Support message operations. Channel A, upon receipt of the 
set-buffer-sizes request evaluates whether or not the n+1 
recipient buffers of the specified size are sufficient to support 
message operations. If the recipient buffers are insufficient to 
Support message operations, Channel A will not establish 
any originator buffers, and message operations will not 
commence. If the n+1 recipient buffers are satisfactory to 
Channel A, it will establish the number of originator buffers 
which it requires for message operations. As stated previ 
ously, the number of originator buffers which Channel A 
establishes does not have to equal the number of recipient 
buffers capable of being provided by Channel B. For 
example, if Channel B indicated in its set-buffer-size request 
that it was able to provide 10 recipient buffers, but Channel 
A only required 2 originator buffers for message operations, 
then Channel A would only establish 2 originator buffers and 
only two message buffers would be established. 

For each message buffer that exists (i.e., originator/recipi 
ent buffer pair), one message operation can take place. Thus, 
the multiple message buffer structure illustrated in FIG. 10 
allows multiple messages to be in execution concurrently. 
Furthermore, these message operations can occur simulta 
neously in both directions on the link. Messages can origi 
nate from either Channel A or Channel B. 
A channel issuing a set-buffer-sizes request will wait a 

threshold period of time during which it will expect a 
response. If no response is received within this threshold, the 
assumption is that the request was somehow lost on the link, 
the request times out and another set-buffer-sizes request is 
sent. The set-buffer-sizes request can be resent up to a 
maximum number of times. The same request is sent every 
time (i.e. the number and size of the buffers contained in the 
request does not change). If the maximum number of retries 
is reached, then link initialization will fall. 

If the channel which receives a set-buffer-sizes request 
concurs in the number and sizes of the buffers (they meet or 
exceed the requirements for message operations), then it 
sends back a set-buffer-sizes response. Both channels will 
initiate set-buffer-sizes requests and will respond with set 
buffer-sizes responses. If a channel does not have the capa 
bility of supporting recipient buffers, it still initiates a 
set-buffer-sizes request, but the number of buffers included 
in the request will be zero. Once each channel has initiated 
both request and responses, the link is fully established and 
operational, and true message operations can commence. 
A second method for establishing the buffer sizes and 

number uses a single request/response exchange in a masterd 
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slave relationship. The master end of the link sends a set 
buffer sizes request with the number and sizes of the 
recipient buffers at the master end of the link. When the 
slave end of the link receives the set-buffer-sizes request 
from the master end of the link it verifies that the required 
number and sizes of recipient message buffers exist at the 
master end of the link and sends a set-buffer-sizes response 
that indicates the slave's recipient message buffer number 
and sizes, and a field that indicates the slave end's accep 
tance (or rejection) of the master's recipient message buff 
ers. If the master receives a set-buffer-sizes response that 
indicates the slave's acceptance of the message buffers and 
the slave's recipient message buffer number and sizes are 
acceptable to the master, then a bundle request is sent and 
the description for the bundle request is used. Once the 
bundle request/response exchange is complete, message 
exchanges can begin. If the master receives a set-buffer-sizes 
response indicating the slave's non-acceptance or the slave's 
message buffer number or sizes are not acceptable to the 
master, then the link-initialization procedure fails. 
A master channel issuing a set-buffer-sizes request will 

wait a threshold period of time during which it will expect 
a response. If no response is received within this threshold, 
the assumption is that the request was somehow lost on the 
link, the request times out and another set-buffer-sizes 
request is sent. The set-buffer-sizes request can be resent up 
to a maximum number of times. The same request is sent 
every time (i.e. the number and size of the buffers contained 
in the request does not change). If the maximum number of 
retries is reached, then link initialization will fail. 
The above methods of establishing an operational parallel 

link were primarily directed at initially establishing an 
operational bus when the system of computer elements or a 
new link is first configured. One of the strengths of this 
method, though, arises when one of the conductors of the 
parallel bus becomes disabled or otherwise must be taken 
offline, and the bus must be reconfigured. In prior commu 
nication systems, the loss of one of the conductors of a 
parallel bus usually meant that all intersystem communica 
tion would cease until the conductor was either fixed or 
replaced. With the present invention, a link recovery proce 
dure is employed to reconfigure the link, excluding the 
malfunctioning conductor, and communication using the 
remaining functional conductors can resume. Operations 
will proceed with a degraded performance, but it is not 
necessary to halt communications entirely. 
When one or more of the transceivers in the operational 

link enters a failed state or must otherwise be taken 
offline(e.g. for maintenance), the link recovery procedure is 
invoked. A transceiver will enter a failed state for several 
reasons including: removal of a conductor, failure of a 
transmitter or receiver, discontinuity in the conductor; loss 
of power; improper cable length causing signal degradation; 
or excessive splices in the cable causing signal degradation. 

There are two methods of recovering an operational link. 
The more drastic and disruptive method is to begin the link 
initialization procedure described above. This method 
involves going through each of the method steps which have 
been fully described above, including: synchronization; 
node descriptor exchange; building of a Configured-Trans 
ceiver table; establishment of an Intended--Operational-Link 
and so on. The less disruptive method is called a link 
recovery procedure and only involves a subset of the steps 
of the full link initialization procedure. 
When the system enters the link-recovery procedure, the 

Configured-Transceiver table is updated in order to indicate 
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the transceiver or transceivers which are now unavailable for 
use by the system. The system will then go onto establishing 
a new Intended-Operational-Link. The establishment of this 
new Intended-Operational-Link differs from the link initial 
ization procedure in one significant area. Instead of search 
ing the Allowed-Operational-Link table from the beginning, 
the system starts the search from the point where the last 
search ended. This is to say, the system knows that the new 
Intended-Operational-Link can only be a subset of the last 
operational link (i.e. it has to have fewer transceivers 
because at least one of the transceivers in the last operational 
link has failed). The last operational link was established 
from the last Intended-Operational-Link, therefore the 
search for the new Intended-Operational-Link can start in 
the Allowed-Operational-Link table from the point where 
the last Intended-Operational-Link was found. If the 
Allowed-Operational-Links are being generated by a soft 
ware program, then the software program can be designed to 
begin generating Allowed-Operational-Links that are a sub 
set of the last operational link (i.e. the last Allowed-Opera 
tional-Link which the software program generated). 
Once a new Allowed-Operational-Link is either found or 

generated, the link-recovery procedure establishes the 
Intended-Operational-Link in the same manner as the link 
initialization procedure. It begins by testing the set of 
transceivers against the Configured-Transceiver table, deter 
mining if the set forms a fully configured operational link. 
The search and test steps are continued until a match is 
found. Once the match is found, that set of transceivers 
becomes the new Intended- Operational-Link. As in the link 
initialization procedure, the link-recovery procedure sends 
out a Establish-Transceiver-Group, ETG, or establish-link, 
EL, command on each transceiver in the new Intended 
Operational-Link. The message exchange involved in the 
ETG or EL process for link recovery is the same as the ETG 
or EL process for link initialization, namely: tile Intended 
Operational-Link is verified in either the master/slave or 
peer-to-peer method; ETG or EL responses are received on 
each transceiver in the Intended-Operational-Link; the 
operational link is established; and the bundle request is 
optionally issued. The link-recovery procedure differs from 
the link initialization procedure at this point, in that no 
set-buffer-sizes commands need to be issued in link recov 
ery. The buffer structures which were established during 
initialization are not disturbed during recovery. The system 
will utilize the same buffers, with a reduced number of 
transceivers in the link. While the system is in the process of 
link-recovery, all requests for message transmissions are 
presented with link busy indications. Message operations 
will not continue until the new operational link has been 
established. 

FIG. 8a depicts a system according to the present inven 
tion in which all four fiber-pairs of a four fiber-pair link are 
operational. The message areas, 200 and 210, correspond to 
the message buffers described in relation to FIG. 9 and 10. 
These areas serve as buffers for incoming or outgoing 
messages. The interleave logic, 220 and 230, is the mecha 
nism by which the information constituting messages is 
either broken up into frames fortransmission or reassembled 
back into the original message after reception. In the case of 
interleave logic 220, the logic divides any message into four 
frames of equal size before transmission. This is the mean 
ing of the symbol 1:4 in the interleave logic box, 220. The 
interleave logic, 220, in FIG. 8a divides the information into 
four equal frames because the operational link in this 
particular example is made up of four fiber-pairs. During 
transmission of the message, each of the fiber-pairs will 
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carry one of the frames of information in parallel with the 
other three fibers-pairs. Symmetrically, the interleave logic, 
230, on the other side of the link reassembles the data back 
into the original message at a 4:1 ratio. The interleave logic, 
230, receives four separate frames of information and pro 
ceeds to interleave the four frames back into the original 
message. 

FIG. 8b(1) illustrates the four fiber-pair system of FIG. 8a 
in which either fiber-pair 3 or fiber-pair 4 are inoperative. 
Recall that the terms fiber-pair and transceiver can be used 
interchangeably when discussing the conductors in a link. 
This figure depicts a system which has just been initialized 
and the fiber-pair was initially inoperative or, alternatively, 
this figure depicts a system in which a fiber-pair became 
inoperative during message operations and the system has 
gone through the recovery procedure described earlier. In 
either case, the operational link in FIG. 8b(1) consists of 
only fiber-pairs 1 and 2. In this system, it does not matter if 
fiber-pair 3, fiber-pair 4 or both fiber-pairs are inoperative. If 
either one, or both are inoperative, then neither of the 
fiber-pairs can take pad in an operational link. At this point 
it will be useful to explain this example by illustrating the 
method of determining an Intended-Operational-Link as has 
been described earlier. 
The first step after synchronization has occurred is to 

build the Configured-Transceiver table. In this example, the 
entry for either fiber-pair 3 or 4 or both fiber-pairs, indicates 
that the fiber-pair(s) is NOT CONFIGURED (see FIG. 5). 
This entry can occur, for example, because the system was 
not able to achieve synchronization on the fiber-pair(s), an 
invalid node descriptor was returned on the fiber-pair(s) or 
no operational transceiver response was ever received after 
successive operational transceiver requests. After the Con 
figured-Transceiver table has been built, the next operation 
is to search the Allowed- Operational-Link table for a link 
which is allowed to become an operational link. The 
Allowed-Operational-Link tables for this particular example 
will be the same as the one depicted in FIG.7. (Remember, 
there are two Allowed-Operational-Link tables in the sys 
tem, one in each channel attached to the particular link.) The 
first Allowed-Operational-Link in the table will be a set of 
transceivers containing all of the fiber-pairs, 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
The system will compare the fiber-pairs in this set to the 
status of each transceiver in the Configured-Transceiver 
table. During this comparison, it is found that this link is 
unacceptable since fiber-pair 3 or 4 or both fibers are NOT 
CONFIGURED and therefore cannot become pad of an 
operational link. The second search of the Allowed-Opera 
tional-Link table will result in a set of transceivers including 
fiber-pairs 1 and 2. The testing of these transceivers against 
the Configured-Transceiver table, reveals that this is an 
acceptable link and fiber pairs 1 and 2 become the Intended 
Operational-Link. The remainder of the procedure continues 
until fiber-pairs 1 and 2 are finally configured as the opera 
tional link. The important thing to identify at this point, 
though, is that it did not matter whether it was fiber-pair 3, 
4 or both which were inoperative, the process of the pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention of searching the 
Allowed-Operational-Link table and testing the Configured 
Transceiver table would have driven both fiber-pairs 3 and 
4 out of the operational link. 

Turning to FIG. 8b(2), this figure depicts a system in 
which fiber-pairs 3 and 4 form the operational link. As with 
the previous example, it does not matter if fiber-pair 1, 2 or 
both were inoperative, the method of the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention will establish an operational 
link out of fiber-pairs 3 and 4. At the point in link initial 
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ization, where the Allowed-Operational-Link table is being 
searched, the first set of transceivers found, which includes 
all of the transceivers, is unacceptable since either fiber-pair 
1, 2 or both are NOT CONFIGURED in the Configured 
Transceiver table. The second set of transceivers is similarly 
unacceptable since it contains only fiber-pairs 1 and 2. The 
third Allowed-Operational-Link is acceptable since it con 
tains only CONFIGURED transceivers, namely fiber-pairs 3 
and 4. Recall, as an alternative to the Allowed-Operational 
Link table, the Allowed-Operational-Links can be generated 
by a software program. Using either the table or the software 
program will result in the same operational link, because 
both are constrained by the rules illustrated in FIG. 6. In both 
FIGS. 8a(1-2), the interleave logic, 220 and 230, is 
described as being 1:2 (or respectively 2:1). The reason for 
this is that since there are only two active conductors in tile 
operational link, the information which is to be transmitted 
across tile link has to be partitioned into two separate frames 
of data (as opposed to four frames in the prior example in 
FIG. 8a). 

FIGS. 8c(1-4) depict systems in which there is only one 
active fiber-pair in the operational link. Looking at the 
Allowed-Operational-Link table in FIG. 7, it can be seen 
that each individual fiber-pair can form an operational link 
by itself. A system using only one conductor as the link 
between computer elements will result in the lowest band 
width of any link, but the two computer elements will still 
be able to communicate on the one conductor. In these 
systems there is essentially no interleaving since the data is 
to be transmitted in a strictly serial fashion over the single 
conductor (hence the interleave ratio of 1:1). 

In order to illustrate the recovery procedure described 
above, let us suppose that the current operational link is the 
one depicted in FIG. 8b(2), with both fiber-pairs 1 and 2 
being inoperable. If fiber-pair 3 is somehow broken, the 
system will enter the recover procedure. The first step in the 
recovery procedure is to mark fiber-pair 3 as NOT CON 
FIGURED in the Configured-Transceiver table. The next 
step will be to search the Allowed-Operational-Link table 
for a new acceptable link. The last acceptable Allowed 
Operational-Link included fiber-pairs 3 and 4. The search of 
the table during the recovery procedure will begin at the next 
entry below this point since all of the above sets of links are 
know to contain NOT CONFIGURED transceivers (see 
FIGS. 5 and 7). The next three entries in the table yields sets 
of transceivers including fiber-pairs 1, 2, and 3 all by 
themselves. All three of these sets will be rejected during the 
testing operation since all three are NOT CONFIGURED. 
The final Allowed-Operational-Link is fiber-pair 4 all by 
itself. It constitutes an acceptable link because it is seen to 
be CONFIGURED in the Configured-Transceiver table. The 
remainder of the process continues as described above, e.g. 
using the ETG requests and responses, using the bundle 
requests and responses but not using the set-buffer-sizes 
(because the buffers remain the same regardless of how 
many conductors are in the operational link). The final result 
of the link-recovery procedure is the system depicted in FIG. 
8c(4) with the operational link being made up of only a 
single fiber-pair, fiber-pair 4. 

FIG. 11 shows a single transmitter on SIDEA (1100) and 
a single receiver on SIDE B (1101) of an optical operational 
link (1106). All of the links are bidirectional, so there is an 
identical path from SIDE B to SIDEA. Only the SIDEA to 
SIDE B communication is shown, and in the example, SIDE 
A is sending a Channel Reset to SIDE B. Multiple trans 
ceivers are also possible for operational links, but only a 
single conductor is shown. The primary method of sending 
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a Channel Reset is NOS. NOS is the Not Operational 
Sequence which is generated by a hardware state machine 
which generates a reset sequence (1102). NOS is then 
transmitted over the optical transmitter (1100) through the 
link (1106) to SIDE B where it is received by the receiver 
(1101), and decoded by another hardware state machine, the 
reset sequence detect (1103). The output of this state 
machine sets the output of the OR block (1107) and sets the 
ESP latch (1109) when all transceivers that make up the 
operational link also detect an ESP condition at the same 
time, which results when all of the inputs to AND block 1108 
are OneS. 

A second channel reset path is also shown in FIG. 11. In 
this path, SIDEA's transmitter (1100) is turned off using a 
unique set of hardware in the transmitter (1100). This path 
has nothing to do with the hardware used to send NOS 
(1112). On SIDE B, the receiver module (1100) detects the 
loss of light condition and sends it to the loss of light detect 
hardware (1105) over a unique path (1113) that has nothing 
to do with the receipt of NOS path (1111). This loss of light 
detection hardware then sets the output of the OR block 
(1107) and sets the ESP latch (1109) when all transceivers 
that make up the operational link also detect an ESP con 
dition at the same time, which results when all of the inputs 
to AND block 1108 are ones. It is never desirable to disable 
the transmitter because safety requirements, such as laser 
safety on optical transmitters, keeps the link from being 
reestablished for long periods of time, such as 10 seconds or 
more. Open fiber control is a safety feature commonly used 
for shod wave lasers. The system sends shod pulses of light 
to see if the link is connected in both directions. If the link 
is connected (and not "open’), and response is detected and 
the lasers are activated. If a response is not detected or after 
enabling the laser, the system waits 10.1 seconds before 
sending another pulse of light. 

FIG. 12 is a flowchart of the Channel Reset process where 
SIDEA is resetting SIDE B. It is understood that there is a 
communication path from SIDE B to SIDEA. The Channel 
Reset starts with sending NOS from SIDE A to SIDE B 
(1200). Normally, if there are no hardware errors, SIDE B 
immediately responds with an indication that the NOS has 
been received, an OLS (Off Line Sequence). This sequence 
is similar to NOS, and indicates that SIDE B has set its ESP 
latch. Recall that OFC keeps the link off for at least 10.1 
seconds after eitherlaser is enabled. If SIDEA receives OLS 
from SIDEB, the Channel Resetis complete (1201). If SIDE 
A does not receive OLS after a period of time, 20 millisec 
onds for example (1203), it assumes that there must be a 
hardware failure in the primary Channel Reset path. Side A 
then turns off its laser (1204), but it cannot assume that the 
Channel Reset has been performed until it either receives 
OLS (1205) or enough time has elapsed (110 milliseconds) 
(1206) for SIDE B to detect a link failure (through Loss of 
Light Detect) and set the ESP latch. As can be seen by one 
experienced in the art, the above description can be applied 
to operational links of one or more conductors. 

While we have described our preferred embodiments of 
our invention, it will be understood that those skilled in the 
art, both now and in the future, may make various improve 
ments and enhancements which fall within the scope of the 
claims which follow. These claims should be construed to 
maintain the proper protection for the invention first dis 
closed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a data processing complex with interconnected 

elements wherein the elements are directly interconnected 
by physical links comprising multiple conductors, a method 
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of establishing an operational link between first and second 
elements of said complex comprising: 

determining operational connectivity between said first 
and second elements of said complex for every con 
ductor interconnecting said first and second elements; 

marking as configured in a configured-conductor table all 
of said conductors which have been determined to 
operationally connect said first and second elements; 

generating an intended-operational-link in only one of 
said first and second elements, one of said first and 
second elements being denoted as a master, the other 
element being denoted as a slave, said intended-opera 
tional-link being a set of conductors which are allowed 
to form an operational link; 

Comparing said intended-operational-link to said config 
ured-conductor table; 

repeating said generation and said comparison steps if 
said intended-operational-link contains any conductor 
which is not marked as configured in said configured 
conductor table; 

establishing said operational link from said intended 
operational-link if all of said conductors in said 
intended-operational-link are marked as configured in 
said configured-conductor table, said operational link 
providing a maximum bandwidth for configured con 
ductors interconnecting said first and second elements; 

originating request commands from said master on said 
conductors in the configured-conductor state prior to 
establishing said operational link, said request com 
mands indicating if the conductors are capable of being 
part of an operational link at the master end of a link; 

receiving said commands on said conductors in the con 
figured-conductor state at said slave; 

determining the set of conductors which can become an 
operational link at said slave; 

sending response commands from said slave to said 
master for each conductor in the conductor-configured 
State, each response command indicating if the con 
ductor is part of the intended-operational-link at said 
slave; 

receiving said response commands on said conductors in 
the configured-conductor state at said master; and 

verifying said set of conductors determined at said slave 
is capable of forming the intended-operational-link at 
said master. 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein: 
a logical AND operation is performed on each conductor 

at said slave as determined by the conductor-configured 
table entry and the capability of the conductor to 
become part of the intended-operational-link as indi 
cated by the request commands received by said slave. 

3. A method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
resending the request commands from said master up to a 
maximum number of times if said master receives 
response commands with no intended-operational-link 
specified. 

4. A method of establishing an operational link between 
two interconnected elements of a data processing complex, 
each of said elements containing at least one channel for 
interfacing with other elements, said method comprising: 
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24 
determining operational connectivity between a channel 

of said first element and a channel of said second 
element for every conductor interconnecting said ele 
ments, 

acquiring node descriptors on each operational conductor 
connected to said first and second channels, said node 
descriptors uniquely describing the channel to which 
said conductor is connected, 

marking as configured in a configured-conductor table, 
each conductor connected to each of said channels if 
said acquired node descriptor matches a node descrip 
tor uniquely describing said interconnected channel; 

generating an intended-operational-link, said intended 
operational-link being one of a plurality of allowed 
operational-links, said allowed-operational-links being 
sets of conductors which are allowed to form an 
operational link, 

comparing each conductor in said intended-operational 
link to said configured-conductor table; 

repeating said generation and comparison steps if one of 
said conductors in said intended-operational-link is not 
marked as configured in said configured-conductor 
table; 

verifying said intended-operational-link if each of said 
conductors in said intended-operational-link is marked 
as configured in said configured-conductor table, said 
verification ensuring that said intended-operational 
link can form an operational link between said chan 
nels, and 

establishing said operational link from said intended 
operational-link if said intended-operational-link is 
verified; and wherein the method includes: originating 
a set-buffer-sizes request on said operational link from 
an originator channel, said set-buffer-sizes request con 
taining the number of recipient buffers which said 
originator channel is capable of providing; 

receiving said set-buffer-sizes request at a recipient chan 
nel; 

said recipient channel evaluating said set-buffer-sizes 
request; 

said recipient channel responding to said set-buffer-sizes 
request with a set-buffer-sizes response, said set-buffer 
sizes response containing the number and sizes of 
recipient buffers which said recipient channel is 
capable of providing and an accept response code if 
said number and sizes of recipient buffers meets or 
exceeds a threshold number and sizes of recipient 
buffers; 

establishing originator buffers in said originator channel 
after receipt of said set-buffer-sizes response. 

5. A method according to claim 4 further comprising the 
steps of: 

repeating said originating step if said set-buffer-sizes 
response is not received in a threshold period of time; 
and 

performing said repeating step up to a maximum number 
of times. 
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